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Abstract The CAiSE’92 paper presented a tool called OICSI that used Natural
Language Processing (NLP) techniques to support both the generation of an
Information System (IS) conceptual schema from textual requirements and in the
reverse way, schema paraphrasing to ease schema understanding and evaluation by
stakeholders. Both topics have been of interest during the next 20 years among other
new usages of NLP techniques in the context IS development. For sake of space, this
paper concentrates on an overview of NLP techniques used as elicitation techniques.

1 The Initial Paper and Related Works

The initial paper was written at a stage of IS engineering maturity at which it was
clear that an IS represents some excerpt of the World and that IS engineering shall
focus on modeling the concepts of the world on which IS users need information.
As a consequence of this assumption, a number of conceptual modeling languages
were developed such as [1–4] to name a few. It was also becoming clear that these
languages were not understandable by people other than modelers. This evidence
raised the issue of how to master the creation of a conceptual model (called
schema at that time) as long as the process implies exchanges between domain
experts & stakeholders (who know their wishes, needs and requirements) on one
hand, and modelers (who master conceptual languages) on the other hand. For
the same reason, validation was also an issue as stakeholders can hardly validate
whether the conceptual model really reflects their needs. As long as natural language
is used during this conceptualization process, the end-users and all stakeholders
participating in the IS project have a chance to be involved. Then, the idea to support
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NL communication during both phases of model creation and model validation
came in mind.

OICSI was developed as a CASE tool that supports conceptual model generation
from requirements statements expressed in NL and helps in the validation of this
model by paraphrasing it, i.e. reformulating its semantic content as natural language
sentences. The generation phase is based on the adaptation of the Fillmore’s ‘Case
to Case’ theory [5] whereas the paraphrasing phase uses Chomsky’s approach [6].

Whereas OICSI partly automates the generation of a conceptual model, some
early attempts to support this task were based on manual guidelines [4, 7–9]. The
Functional Grammar [10] was preferred to the Case Grammar used in OICSI in [11]
and [12]. Some other few approaches of the same period presented tools, which used
parsers to extract model elements from NL sentences [13, 14].

From these beginnings, the ways NLP techniques have been used in IS develop-
ment and particularly during requirements engineering and conceptual modeling
are manifold. The analysis of literature suggests to organize them according to
four strategies, which (a) support the generation of models from NL input texts,
(b) support model paraphrasing, (c) help in the general understanding of NL
input texts and (d) Improve NL texts quality. For space restriction this paper only
comments on point (a).

2 Generation of Models from NL Input Texts

Typically, these approaches take as input a document expressed in full or structured
Natural Language (most of the time in English) and generate model elements of a
given conceptual model formalism. They can be further classified into techniques
focusing on (a) structural (static) aspects of an IS conceptual model (e.g. entity-
relationship diagrams) or (b) behavioral aspects (e.g. uses cases & scenarios). Some
approaches (c) deal with the generation of other types of models such business
rule models, ontologies or traceability models or with different activities such as
compliance with regulation documents.

Like in OICSI, many researchers have used NLP techniques to generate struc-
tured or formal models from requirements documents expressed in NL. NL-OOPS
[15] is a Case tool that supports requirements analysis and generates object-oriented
models from NL requirements documents. It uses the LOLITA NLP toolkit that
linguistically analyze texts. CICO [16] transforms tagged requirements statements
into various forms of structured models based on rules. Moreno [17] has developed
a method that transforms NL requirement statements into an object model. Her
method is based on a grammatical analysis of requirement statements, and initially
transforms them into a restricted form of NL. Subsequently, the restricted statements
are transformed into object structures; this is based on patterns that transform
linguistic structures into conceptual structures. The approach was further developed
in [18, 19]. The authors of [20] describe an approach that uses part-of-speech
tagging and morphological analysis for the generation of candidate elements of a
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class diagram. Additionally, an ontology is used to refine the candidates according
to the specificity of the real world domain. Finally, classes that do not appear
in relationships and relationships which do not involved at least two classes are
deleted. In [21] controlled NL is used to express requirements that are automatically
transformed into formal specifications.

Approaches concentrating on the extraction of modeling concepts for dynamic
models can be found [22–26]. COLOR-X [22] supports non-automatic construction
of formal events languages from lists of events described in natural language). In
[23] we used a linguistic pattern approach inspired from OICSI to transform a
textual scenario of a use case into a so-called conceptualized scenario. The process
includes a parsing of the full NL scenario text to identify linguistic structures that
allow the identification of linguistic semantic patterns, which in turn, are mapped
to scenario conceptual elements. The conceptualized scenario serves as a basis to
reason about missing requirements and to suggesting additions in the requirements
specification [27]. Extraction of use cases and scenarios are also described in [25,
26]. Vice-versa the approach presented in [24] uses use-cases as inputs to generate
behavior specifications. In the LIDA approach [28] candidate objects, attributes and
methods as well are extracted from textual requirement statements.

NLP techniques have been also used to generate models other than the typical
IS conceptual models. For example, in the area of ontology engineering, the
Text2Onto approach [29] uses machine-learning techniques together with linguistic
processing in order to derive an ontology from a text. A lightweight NLP is
used in [30] to automatically generate and maintain traceability relations between
different types of software requirements artifacts. In the BROCOM approach [31]
the targeted output are business rules. In the SMART approach [32] NLP techniques
are used to automate the generation of a business process model from textual
requirements. Requirements specifications can also be the target of a transformation
process, which uses textual requirements as inputs and generates a precise list of
requirements expressed in some controlled NL [33]. In the area of compliance
with regulations [34] presents a technique to check the compliance of requirements
with regulations while eliciting requirements. The approach checks compliance
by trying to match a newly discovered requirement to regulations represented by
combinations of case frames resulting from the Case Grammar technique. In [35] we
used the Case Grammar to define a Goal template and to develop a tool supporting a
controlled formulation of a goal. A similar linguistic approach to goal formulation
was used in [36] to reason about variability in requirements. The approach considers
the goal linguistic frame elements as variability concerns.

To conclude it seems that NLP techniques remain useful in conceptual modeling
but only occasionally. The reason might be that requirements/concepts elicitation is
part of a decision process that cannot be automated from analysis of NL texts.
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